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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

 Tony’s vessel; F.V Corsair, Talley’s Wharf, Port Nelson  

which are hooked onto the warps, a 

windy-buoy is attached off the bottom Tony Roach operates the F.V Corsair 
clip. The windy-buoy line is fed down out of Nelson (22m coastal stern 
the warp where the buoy hangs down trawler) he does a fair bit of fishing in 
around 40cm from the last clip, Cook Strait targeting ghost-shark and 

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, keeping it just above where the warp tarakihi etc and gets pretty good size 
MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

meets the water surface. “Its bouncing-bags, at times with a lot of Rats & Jav's 
I knew those crazy-muttonbird, kamikaze cousins 

birds away from the warp and the birds to discharge. The ghost shark is 
would end up in trouble, as if diving into nets is not 

keep well clear, it takes crew just headed and gutted onboard so there's 
enough now they are diving into nukes! What!!! 

seconds to deploy, bloody simple a fair bit of offal along with the non-
My scouts report 'Experts say radioactive 

really and cost only about 150 bucks!” quota species discards going out of the 
muttonbirds not likely' 

Tony said.receiving bin on deck and it's all going 
No thinking bird would believe that headline!  My 

You may think, why can’t the vessel out the single 'shit-chute,' on the 
informant, a ‘Somewhat Green' Mantled 

hold the discards onboard when starboard side. 
Albatross tells me they have been 'nuked' for-

towing or 'batch' discharge them so These days, with more knowledge and 
sure, and shouldn't be allowed back into our 

there is no food under the warps most awareness about risks to seabirds, 
nuclear-free-zone! 

of the day. Then it would be problem Tony has to have 'eyes in the back of his 
The sooty-muttonbirds and many other cousins 

solved, surely?  head' to keep a lookout on what's going 
migrate north to Japan and feed in the coastal 

“Hold on...its not that easy”, says Tony, on behind the boat! He's  noticed birds 
waters off Fukushima!   It's a great lunch spot 

“we have limited room on deck and it's getting  'free-feeds'  from within the 
known as the 'Kuroshio current', many foraging 

not possible to hold large volumes of warp danger-zone, mainly from under 
within sight of the Fukushima shore. Poor 

discards that we get occasionally, it the starboard warp (the same side the 
buggers, feeding on radioactive fish in the runoff  

has to go over the side as we sort it. But shit-chute discharges from); if there's a 
from the wrecked power plant. This may mean 

when we have bugger-all discards we lot of birds around he's noticed the odd 
their chicks could have two heads; will they take 

will think how we can hold that, then warp strike!  
twice as much feeding? What! 

'batch' discharge, it's something we Tony and the crew developed their 
I am told MFish has released for comment the 

are looking into”version of the Aussie 'pinky' and uses a 
new (and hopefully last) Seabird Policy (MFish 

I also developed (with a little help from few metres of rope with 2 big clips 
version of Seabird National Plan of Action; 

'NPOA') for some reason they just don't want to 

get their beaks around that name!

I was asked, but sent John Cleal along to present 

on An Operational Perspective on Seabirds and 

Other Protected Species, for the Federation of 

Commercial Fishermen conference in Tauranga 

last month. During the conference, SeaFIC and 

CSOs released a 'flash-jack' mitigation hand-

book for inshore fishermen. Hope this helps some 

of the inshore cousins, like the penguins...any bird 

too dumb to fly needs all the help they can get!  

The handbook has really useful mitigation 

information; also each vessel skipper can develop 

his own vessel plan within the resource, it's all 

good stuff! There were also great presentations 

from DOC and SSS covering best practice 

procedures!
Chow Albert 

“Boys Get the Buoys Out”



Albert & Tony) a one-page seabird 

management plan for the FV Corsair and 

crew to follow. The vessel specific seabird 

mitigation management plan sets out real 

procedures to carry out on deck that makes a 

difference! [Go to Albert's web-site to view 

F.V Corsair's seabird management plan].    

By  John Cleal

The Seabird National Plan of Action (NPOA) 

was implemented around 2004. It is NZ's 

commitment to meet the FAO seabird best 

practice international guidelines. In 2007 a 

revised NPOA and new Seabird Standard 

was drafted, it proposed, amongst other 

things an annual seabird capture limit, such 

that when the limit was triggered 

Government would consider additional unnecessary and unhelpful doubt on the 

management interventions. This drew model.

widespread criticism, from both industry Most industry stakeholders would agree 

and eNGOs!  During 2009/10  MFish and t h a t  o n g o i n g  s e a b i r d  

inte rest ed par ties  redr afted  this  population/demographics monitoring, 

Standard/NPOA with considerable work should not be funded by quota owners! 

going into a risk based approach to Most also agree that mitigation work and 

assess risk to seabird species by fishery funding is warranted based on reducing risk 

type and sector. at the “back of the boat”. 

The  ris k-b ase d app roa ch ena ble s Ben Sullivan (Birdlife International) in the 

managers to prioritise proactive actions art icle [NZ Seabird policy fails our 

rather than waiting for disasters. So here obligations  Dominion Post, 13-June] 

we are, in 2011, with a new draft Seabird criticised the draft policy suggesting it fails 

Policy, and a Level 1 & 2 seabird risk to meet international standards, (i.e. 

assessment! Risk is about 'likelihood' following the NPOA system requirements) 

and 'consequence' i.e. how much chance He then condemns it is for not having 

is there of a particular seabird will be specific details i.e., observer coverage, 

killed by a particular fishery and how capture rates, mitigation etc.  Ben has got 

often, and what does that mean for the that wrong, the seabird policy is a concise, 

population? I support the risk based clear guiding document but not a set of 

approach (assess the risk then you know operational standards. The policy enables 

you are applying the right type and level Government and stakeholders (using risk 

of resources ) .Where it's shown that the assessment tools) to set relevant and real 

risk is heightened by fishing, then those management objectives and actions within 

directly involved documents objectives to fisheries plans so that they are effective and 

reduce the risk....Sounds fair enough! An aff ordable for each sector. H is last 

issue is the level 2 Risk Assessment (this statement urging MFish to show leadership 

is where the computer model takes over and produce a “NPOA that ensures action 

from common sense and out comes with where it matters most....at the stern of 

a few “chip created” absurd seabird fishing boats”, is the main thing we should 

mor ta l i t y  f i gu res .  Th i s  th rows  all be in agreement with.        By  John Cleal 

“There at Last”
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

Only NZ seabird that’s not a 
protected species!

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
 Salvins Albatross


